
Lake Bomoseen Association 

May 19th, 2016 

Castleton Community Center 

Members Present: John Casella Jr., Bob Franzoni, Davene Brown, Terry Moran, John Hale, 
Luca Conte, Ellen Oppenheimer, Steve Moskowitz 

The meeting was called to order at 7:07 P.M. 

Secretary’s Report 

MOTION 

Motion to accept the Secretary’s Report by E. Oppenheimer.  Seconded by T. Moran.  All in 
favor.  So voted. 

Treasurer’s Report 

B. Franzoni presented the Balance Sheet.  B. Gilman stated that we need to decide what the 
residual value of the harvester.  It was decided that the residual value would be $0.   

Membership Updates 

B. Franzoni stated that membership letters went out on Monday.  The hope is that this will cause 
membership dues income to increase significantly.  S. Moskowitz stated that after about three 
weeks, he would follow up with an email to people who have not yet paid their dues.  B. 
Franzoni stated that the plan is to transition to a rolling membership.   

Annual Meeting Preparation 

B. Franzoni stated that the annual meeting is coming up on June 25th.  The plan is to have a much 
more interactive meeting.  He stated that he will send an email about the responsibilities he 
would like board members to have during the meeting.  He noted the importance of hearing from 
the members this year rather than having a guest speaker.  D. Brown stated that C. Coda would 
help facilitate the meeting so as to keep it brief.   



Review of Proposed Budget  

B. Franzoni presented a copy of the proposed budget.  He stated that he and B. Gilman are going 
to try and consolidate accounts and reduce the amount of accounts the LBA has to simplify 
things.  He is hoping to take in $5500.00 from the picnic this year.  He is also hoping to receive 
income related to the Eco harvester in the amount of $6000.  $22,000 in individual dues is 
anticipated.  The fireworks expense for $5500 appears on the budget again.  The 4th of July 
Committee wants to move Celebrate Castleton to the weekend, which would mean that there 
would be no fireworks put on by the LBA on the 4th of July.   

E. Oppenheimer and D. Brown both expressed that they feel the LBA should back off from the 
fireworks and let the Celebrate Castleton committee take over the fundraising efforts.  D. Brown 
also stated that there are plenty of fireworks around the lake.  E. Oppenheimer stated that she 
feels that the LBA should donate to the fireworks, but continue to let the town committee take 
over the efforts.  She also suggested that the LBA offer $1500 or less in the future.   

J. Casella stated that we have been taking steps to disconnect from the fireworks, and does not 
want to see us step away too far.   

E. Oppenheimer stated that although we allocated $1500 for fireworks, and added a little over 
$600 from W. Bird’s fundraising.  We also added $800 from costs that we would no longer incur 
for insurance.  She suggested changing the line item to $2000 for next year.   

J. Casella suggested $2500 as a compromise.  The board agreed that was reasonable.   

B. Franzoni stated that he tried to calculate the cost of hiring someone to operate the Eco 
harvester since it is not reasonable to expect T. Moran and B. Wood to volunteer to operate it.  
We also need to calculate the maintenance of the machine, as well as paying for the removal of 
the milfoil.  T. Moran stated that we would likely need some sort of portable conveyor belt.  A 
line item of $12,000 was added for the operation and maintenance of the machine, partially 
based on B. Wood’s records.  The salary for the operator was calculated for 20 hrs per week at 
$15 per hour would be the salary, plus FICA, etc. 



B. Franzoni stated that there are three ideas for the Eco harvester.  The first would be what is 
included in the budget.  This would involve using the Eco harvester primarily as a skimmer.  The 
second plan would be to sell the current Eco harvester to purchase a traditional cutter.  The third 
plan involves keeping the Eco harvester for skimming and also purchasing a traditional cutter.  T. 
Moran stated that these cutters are upward of $150,000.   

T. Moran presented the letter from the lawyer to Eco Harvester LLC and Lake Weeder’s Digest.  
The letter was received on May 3rd, but no response has been given to T. Moran’s knowledge.   

L. Conte stated that the machine does not work as a cutter and has multiple mechanical 
problems.  $3200 is part of the plan to get the weeder to a place where it does not break down as 
much, but it would still be a poor cutter.  He stated that he would like to speak with the attorney 
G. Kupferer to ensure that our options have been exhausted and that we have applied enough 
pressure to the Eco Harvester manufacturer and Lake Weeder’s Digest.  He also expressed 
concerns that the budget for the Eco harvester is much too low.   

J. Casella stated that he thinks having the Eco harvester out on the lake skimming is important 
for people to see so that momentum can continue.   

E. Oppenheimer expressed the need to appear credible to the lake.  She stated that she feels we 
should express to membership that the machine is not adequate for the lake and that we need to 
take the next step.   

B. Franzoni stated that it seemed that the consensus was to keep and operate the Eco harvester 
this year and set a budget for its operation.  The board agreed on $15,000 rather than the initial 
$12,000 that was budgeted.   

L. Conte suggested adding $1000 to the legal fund to the current $1000 budgeted.   

E. Oppenheimer stated that the budget for the Greeter Program has to remain at $3250 as it is 
part of the documentation that we have to provide for the state, although it has not been spent in 
years.   



B. Franzoni stated that he feels insurance has been budgeted too high, and may be reduced.   

   

Continued Discussion on Eco Harvester 

B. Franzoni stated that someone needs to be responsible for overseeing the Eco harvester if 
someone is being paid to operate it.  L. Conte and J. Hale agreed to join the Water Quality sub-
committee relating to the harvester.  B. Franzoni stated that the committee should also look at 
options for a new machine to assist the harvester.   

L. Conte stated that the 200 Club needs to start aggressively fundraising for a new harvester.   

L. Conte expressed concern over the LBA having an employee for the first time.  He suggested 
looking at sub-contracting it out with a town.   

E. Oppenheimer suggested speaking to J. Leamy about the history of the town of Castleton 
running harvesters.  She also suggested approaching Hubbardton about it.  In addition, the LBPT 
is going to be working on grant writing so that we can work on a grant for the operation of the 
harvester.  She asked for some type of budget from T. Moran and B. Wood so that she can have 
specifics in hand.  She also stated that she is going to include “oversight management” in grants, 
which could be used to pay for an Executive Director/Oversight Manager.  B. Franzoni stated 
that the board needs to have a discussion about what the responsibilities of the oversight manager 
would be.   

Board Openings 

J. Hale stated that the following people’s terms are expiring: L. Conte, M. Morris, E. Splatt, J. 
Hale, and W. Bird.  He stated that he knows E. Splatt does not want to continue.  S. Johnson is a 
prospective new board member.   

4th of July Parade 

B. Franzoni stated that the Eco harvester is going to be in the parade, and that he would like LBA 
members to walk alongside it.  He also suggested giving out pamphlets promoting the LBA.  E. 
Oppenheimer said that she does not feel that the Eco harvester should be in the parade.   

Water Quality Committee 

T. Moran presented the Water Quality Committee report.   



Social Committee 

D. Brown stated that tickets are available for the picnic.   

Other 

The August meeting will take place August 11th rather than the 18th.   

Adjourn 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 P.M.


